
Chapter - 1 : Unseen Passages

Let’s Revise
The purpose of these long passages is to develop the analytical skills and power of the student. Through the passage, 
they express their views in a simple way to enhance their analytical power and mental ability. Through these passages, 
the students learn how to answer precisely.

Tips to Know
	  Read the passage or poem carefully.

	  Read it twice to understand it better.

	  Now read the questions carefully.

	  Look for the most appropriate answers in the passage.
	  For this you can read the passage again.
	  Mark your answers in the passage or poem.
	  If you do not understand the meaning of some words in the passage, then read the lines previous to 

and following the difficult words to understand the meaning.
	  Re-check your answers after writing them on the answer sheet.

qq

Section B : Writing Skills 

Chapter - 1 : Letter Writing

Let’s Revise
	 q	 Letter writing had been one of the most important skills since time immemorial and still it is so. Even in the age of 

Internet, it is an important skill for effective communication. Letters are written to seek informations or to provide 
information to business associates, friends, students, editors, officers etc.

 q		Letters are divided into two parts - Formal letters and informal letters. Formal letters are business letters, official letters, 
letters to editors, job applications etc. While informal letters are written to our friends and relatives.

Tips to Know
	 	Letters can be formal (business) or informal (personal).
	 	 Informal or personal letters are written to close family members or friends and are written in a friendly tone.
	 	The entire format right from address, content, to the end is written on the left side of the page.
	 	There is no gap between paragraphs.
	 	Formal letters are addressed to Editors of newspapers, Heads of institutions, people in position of authority, 

business associates, etc.
	 	The tone of the letter is formal and to the point.
	 	Avoid mentioning too many details.
	 	The entire format is written on the left hand side of the page just like in informal letters.

Sample Letter :

 Write a letter to editor of a national daily in 100-120 words requesting him to highlight the problem of terrible 
sanitary conditions in your locality, explaining causes and consequences of the problem. You are Ashok/Asha 
of 26, Tilak Nagar, Delhi.

Section A : Reading Skills 
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Ans.

Sender’s Address

Leave one line space 

Date

Receiver’s Designation  
and Address

Leave one line space

Sub. should not be very  
long

Leave one line space 

Salutation

Change in paragraph  
with the change in point

Suitable close 

In letter to editor only  
this subscription is to be  
used.

Signature

Full name in capital letter

26, Ashok Nagar

Delhi

26 March, 2012

The Editor
The Hindustan Times
New Delhi

Subject : “Terrible Sanitary Conditions in Tilak Nagar“

Dear Sir/Madam

Through the columns of your newspaper, I would like to draw attention 
towards the terrible sanitary conditions in Tilak Nagar.

Here garbage lies on the roads as the sweepers have not come for over a week. 
Drains have become clogged and the dirty water is overflowing on to the roads, 
making it next to impossible to walk on them. The stench is terrible. I fear very 
soon people will start falling ill.

I request you to print my letter so that the sleeping authorities wake up and 
take timely action.

Thanking you
Yours truly

Asha Singh
(Ms. ASHA SINGH)

qq

Chapter - 2 : E-Mail

Let’s Revise
E-mail has become, with the incarnation of Internet, the easiest and fastest way of communication today. E-mail can 
store and forward messages to a number of persons or groups or organisations simultaneously. For sending an e-mail, 
you require a Computer and an internet connection. E-mail is divided into two sections. Address Section : It includes 
sender’s address, receiver’s address and subject of the E-mail. 
Body Section : Salutation, body and conclusion are included in this section.

Tips to Know
	 	Receiver’s address should be correctly written at the top. Subject should be to the point and short.

	 	E-mail may be a formal or an informal So greeting and salutation should be written accordingly. 

	 	The body of e-mail should be divided into paragraphs i.e., different paragraph for different idea.

	 	No SMS language please.

	 	Generally,  E-mails are very short and to the point.
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Format of E-mail

(8)

(8)

pradeepkumar00321@gmail.com

Excurrnion to Amritsar

Dear Parents,

It is a matter of great happiness that the school is intending to organise an excurrsion to Amritsar &

Bagha Border where the students will first Golden Temple, Dwyyama Temple, Jaliawala Bagh and

Bagha Border. It is a three day's visit. Kindly deposit 1,000/- (Rs. One Thousand Only) for the trip

response.

`

e-mail address of the first receiver

e-mail address of second receiver if required

e-mail address of third receiver if required

Purpose of e-mail

Body of the e-mail

Thank and Regards

S.P. Gupta

Principal

Conclusion

Name of the Sender

Spam (10)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

qq

Chapter - 3 : Paragraph Writing

Let’s Revise
A paragraph contains single idea which is grouped in different sentences. The paragraph does not have any specific 
rules regarding its length. In fact, it is a short composition. According to the requirement, it may contain a few words 
or more than hundreds words. The paragraph has a topic or title and the entire paragraph revolves around the title.

Tips to Know
	 Mistakes can be avoided by writing short sentences.
	 Vary the sentence patterns to make your style expressive.
	 Avoid careless mistakes of spelling, grammar and punctuation.
	 Stick to the word limit, if given strictly.
	 Focus on the main idea of your paragraph.

qq

Chapter - 4 : Story Writing

Let’s Revise
The students are always keen to show their creativity and whenever they get a chance, they show it. Story Writing is 
one of the most popular way to show their creativity. For this purpose, the student should be imaginative. He must 
have command over language and a sound vocabulary. The story should aim to amuse the readers as well as convey 
a positive message. A number of characters are created to serve the purpose. Character creation, dramatic turns and 
twists depend upon the nature of action and theme of the story.

Tips to Know
	 	A Story must be written on the outline provided. A title must be given to the story.
	 	The sequence should be clear and the narration should be lively, interspersed with brief descriptions.
	 	Dialogues in the form of conversation may be added.
	 	The story must have a proper conclusion. A moral can be given at the end of the story.

qq
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Chapter - 5 : Articles Writing

Let’s Revise
An Article can 
 (i) describe an experience, event, person or place 
 (ii) present an opinion or balanced argument 
 (iii) compare and contrast 
 (iv) provide information 
 (v) offer suggestions 
 (vi) offer advice 
A realistic article should consist of :
 (i) An eye-catching title which attracts the readers’ attention and suggests the theme of the article. (Think about why 

you read a magazine or newspaper article recently - what made you read it?) Articles can also have subheadings 
before each paragraph. 

 (ii) An introduction which clearly defines the topic to be covered and keeps the reader’s attention. 
 (iii) The main body of two to five paragraphs in which the topic is further developed in detail. 
 (iv) The conclusion - summarizing the topic or a final opinion, recommendation or comment. 

Tips to Know
 Before you begin writing, it is important to consider : 
 (i) Where is the article going to appear ? - in a newspaper or magazine.
 (ii) Who are the intended readers? - a specific group such as students or teenagers, or adults in general.
 (iii) What is the aim of the article ? - to advice, suggest, inform, compare and contrast, describe, etc.

Format : Sample Article :
 You don’t approve of the ways of people as they waste a lot of water. To spread awareness among students, 

write a paragraph on `Conserve water’ to be published in the school magazine.

Never forget to 
write the heading 
which should be eye 
catching

Give your ideas 
suggest measures

Conserve Water
Water, water everywhere
Not a single drop to drink.
These lines are proving true as the scarcity of water is catching on around the 
world. This is the result of man’s undue harvesting of the normal resource.

We need water not only for our personal needs but also for agriculture and 
industries. When there is plenty of water we tend to waste it by leaving 
the taps open. Our carelessness leads to a lot of waste.

We have to conserve each and every drop of water which is being wasted 
today.

Afforestation schemes need to be launched on a big scale. Eco-clubs 
should be established in all the schools of the country to bring awareness 
among the students about the need to save environment. 

Only then can we ensure a safe future for our coming generations, 
otherwise the day is not far when we may witness another world war not 
for land but for water.

Beginning should 
be such so as to 
draw reader’s 
attention

Expose the topics 
by giving reasons, 
How water is 
wasted

Suggestion on 
How to save/
conserve water

Conclusion  
(either hope or 
warning)

qq

Chapter - 6 : Diary Entry

Let’s Revise
Every one of us has some experiences every day and we want them to keep for a  long time. But a human being can’t 
keep them is his mind for a long time. So Diary Entry is a wonderful way to pour out our heart on a piece of a paper to 
memorise those experiences for a long time. In fact, our diary becomes our friend with which we can share our feelings, 
and emotions without any fear of being exposed. Diary is our personal friend and we can share our feelings with it.
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Tips to Know
	 	Diary entry should always be written in first person e.g. : ``I reached school at 9 am.’’
	 	Day and date should be mentioned on the left hand side and time on the extreme right hand side.
	 	The name of the one who is writing the diary should be written on the left hand side.
Write a Diary Entry in about 100-120 words describing your experience on a visit to Flower Exhibition.

(5 marks) 

Day and Date 

Solution to Diary

Body of the Diary

Name of the writer

Monday
17th June 2014
                                      

8:00 p.m.

Dear Diary,
It is the start of the week. I am so excited. I am going to spend the entire week with 
my cousin Alok. Today we went to the Flower Exhibition. It was very interesting. Alok 
had suggested with the idea of going to the exhibition. It was an annual exhibition for 
professionals in floriculture and landscape designing. It was a comprehensive business 
platform covering all sectors of floriculture and flower business. The exhibition displayed 
a wide variety of exotic flowers. It also exhibited various flower species including hybrids. 
It was one of the country’s greatest flower show including events like Summer Garden 
Competition, Foliage Plants Show, Home Growing Competition, etc. The vibrant colors 
were totally out of this world. I look forward to attend more of such exhibitions.
Rajesh.

Time

qq

Chapter - 7 : Notice Writing

Let’s Revise
A notice is issued for the members of an organisation, students of a school or general public for any particular purpose 
as it is a short piece of written information. It is issued by a group, an individual or institution. It is an information 
that is to take place in future as an event, meeting, something lost or found, change of name, competition, admission, 
celebration, etc. The ideal word limit of a notice is 40 – 50 words.
		For writing notices, care should be taken to make it formal and precise.
		It should be written in a box with a proper title/heading.
		Give complete and relevant information.
		Do not exceed the word limit, if given.
		The notice should be written in third person.
  Q. You are Shubhra Bansal Head girl. You have found a purse in the school campus. Write a notice for the 

school notice board for the purpose. 

Issuing Date

Body of the notice

Issuing authority

S.S.R. PUBLIC SCHOOL, AGRA.

NOTICE

20 July, 20XX

Found! Found!! Found!!!

It is to inform all the students of the school that the undersigned 
has found a purse on the prayer ground. The student who has lost 
his/her purse should meet personally during the interval or after 
the school gets over. 

Shubhra Bansal
(Head Girl)

Name of the school in 
capital letters.

Word  ‘Notice’ should 
be written in capital 
letters

Subject of the notice in 
block letters.

qq
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Chapter - 8 : Speech

Let’s Revise
Speech is a long narrative which is conversational in nature. Through speech, the speaker expresses his mind to the 
audience. He expresses his ideas regarding the occasion. He selects his topic accordingly. It is the vocalized form of 
communication or verbal means of communication. It consists of three characteristics (1) Articulation, (2) Voice and (3) 
Fluency.

 	Begin the speech with salutation (Good Morning, Respected Principal, Teachers and my dear friends.)
	 	Your views about the topic.
	 	You can use idioms or quotes.
	 	Conclude with a `Thank You’.
	 	Stick to the word limit, if given.

qq

Chapter - 9 : Biographical Sketches

Let’s Revise
Biography is a narrative about the personal life record of some extraordinary personality. In biographical sketch, the 
narrator tells us about the extraordinary deeds and service done for the people of the country or for the humanity. It 
is written in such a way that the reader is overwhelmed reading it.

	 The biography must be written on the basis of the outline provided.
	 Biography should be written only in third person eg. He, She, It, They.
	 If there is a word limit, it should be strictly followed.
	 Expressing personal opinion or creating own situations should be avoided.

 qq

Section C : Grammar 
Chapter - 1 : Noun-Types of Noun

Let’s Revise
A noun is a word which tells the name of a person, place or thing.
Noun have some kinds which are :
l Proper Noun
l Common Noun
l Collective Noun
l Abstract Noun
l Material Noun

Proper Noun
 A proper noun is a noun which gives name to a particular place, person or a thing to differentiate it out from the 

others of its class.
 Example :
 (i) Rohan lives in Agra.
 (ii) The Taj Mahal is made of white marble. 
Common Noun :
 A common noun is a noun which name a person, place or a thing of whose kind there are many others.
 Example :
 (i) The Lion is roaring.
 (ii) The farmer is ploughing his field.
Collective Noun 
 A collective noun is a noun that names a group or a collection of persons, animals or things as a complete group 

as a whole.
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 Example :
 (i) My class is going for a picnic.
 (ii) The army is on the march.
Abstract Noun
 An abstract noun is a noun that names a feeling or a quality.
 Example :
 (i) There was a robbery in the bank.
 (ii) We must respect our teachers.
Material Noun
 A material noun is a noun which names a substance or a material from which things are made.
 Example :
 (i) This bangle is made of gold.
 (ii) Sugar is made from sugarcane juice.

qq

Chapter - 2 : Noun Number

Let’s Revise
A noun can be singular or plural.
 1.  Singular Number : Any noun that stands for only one person or thing is said to be in the singular  

number : e.g., boy, table, fan, man, river, pen, etc.
 2.  Plural Number : Any noun that stands for more than one person or thing is said to be in the plural number 

: e.g., boys, tables, fans, men, rivers, pens, etc.
 Note : Only countable nouns can have a plural form.

qq

Chapter - 3 : Noun Gender

Let’s Revise
	  There are four genders in English.

  1.  Masculine Gender

  2.  Feminine Gender

  3.  Common Gender

  4.  Neuter Gender

  1.  Masculine Gender : A noun that denotes a male person or animal is said to be of the masculine gender; 
e.g., man, boy, brother, king, tiger, dog, etc.

  2.  Feminine Gender : A noun that denotes a female person or animal is said to be of the feminine gender; 
e.g., woman, girl, sister, queen, tigress, bitch etc.

  3.  Common Gender : A noun that denotes both a male and a female is said to be of the common gender; 
e.g., teacher, doctor, student, friend, parent, child etc.

  4.  Neuter Gender : Any noun that denotes a non-living thing is said to be of the Neuter gender; e.g., 
building, desk, tree, paper, pen, car, bike, temple, 

qq

Chapter - 4 : Verb and Tenses

Let’s Revise
	  ‘Tense’ of a verb does not show only the time of an action or event alone. It shows the state of the action also.

	  Read the following sentences carefully :
  1. Birds fly in the air.
  2. My friend flew to London.
  3. I shall fly a kite on Sunday.
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  In the first sentence, the verb `fly’ refers to the present time.  In the second sentence the verb `flew’ refers to 

the action which took place in the past, while in the last sentence, the verb `shall fly’ refers to the action that 
will take place in the future. Hence there are three tenses :

   1.  Present Tense.
   2.  Past Tense.
   3.  Future Tense.

  In order to show at what stage an action is, these three tenses have been sub-divided into four heads. This is 
shown in the given table :

Tense Indefinite
Continuous or
Progressive

Perfect Perfect Continuous

Present I Play I am playing I have played I have been playing.

Past I played I was playing I had played I had been playing.

Future I shall play I shall be playing I shall have played I shall have been playing.

qq

Chapter - 5 : Active and Passive Voice

Let’s Revise
	 	A transitive verb has two voices, the Active and the Passive :
  (a) Active Voice : Here the subject (performs the action) to some other person or thing. e.g., Ram kills a 

snake. Here the person denoted by the subject namely ‘Ram’ (does something to) the ‘snake’.
  (b) Passive Voice : Here the person or thing is said (to be acted upon by) some other person or thing. e.g. A 

snake is killed by Ram. Here the thing  denoted by the subject namely the ‘snake’ is the (receiver of the 
action)  from ‘Ram’.

Tips to Know
	 For changing of voice, always remember.
 (i)  Change the subject into object, and object into subject.
 (ii)  Always use the third form of the verb in passive voice.

 (iii) Use `by’ before the object in passive voice.

 qq

Chapter - 6 : Determiners

Let’s Revise
 	Determiners are words which are used before nouns to fix or define them. They are also called ‘word 

fixers’ because they fix the meaning of the noun that are placed after them.
	  Determiners are of the following kinds :

   (i)  Articles (a, an, the)

   (ii)  Demonstrative (this, that, these, those)

   (iii) Possessive (my, our, your, his, her, their, its, mine, etc.)

   (iv)  Numerical (one, two, third, both)

   (v)  Quantitative (some, much, few, more, less, many)
FILLING IN SUITABLE DETERMINERS

 Some Typical Determiners
 (A) ‘Some’ and ‘any’
  Some may refer to both quantity and number.
 1. I gave him some letters to post.
 2. Some boys have asked for scholarship.
 Some can be used in negative sentences : 
  Didn’t I give you some money the other day ?
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 Some is used with questions if they express request.
 1. Will you give me some paper ?
 2. Will you buy me some oranges ?

 Some is used in the affirmative sentences.

 1. There is some tea in the tea pot.

 2. Rupa gave her sister some oranges.
 Any is used in questions and negatives :
 1. Have you got any razor blades ?
 2. Sorry, I haven’t got any razor blades ?
 In affirmative sentences any means it doesn’t matter which or who or when :
 1. When shall I come ? Any time.
 2. Could you pass me a huge box ? Which one ? It doesn’t matter. Any one.
 Any can be used with both singular or plural nouns :
 1. You can take any book you like.
 2. Did any tables/furniture get burnt ?
 (B) ‘Much’ and ‘Many’
 Much is generally used before uncountable nouns and denotes a larger quantity :
 There is much work to be done.
 Many denote a large number :
 There are many books in our library.
 We use ‘much’ and ‘many’ mainly in negative sentences and questions :
 1. We didn’t spend much money.
 2. Have you got many friends ?
 3. There aren’t many books in our library.

 4. How many apples are there in the basket ?

qq

Chapter - 7 : Prepositions

Let’s Revise
  Definition : Preposition is a word which shows the relation between a noun or a Pronoun and some 

other word in a sentence. The other word can be a noun, a verb or an adjective

  e.g. 1. The books are kept on the table

    2. The cat sat under the table
    3. The ball fell into the well.
 

qq

Chapter - 8 : Adverb

Let’s Revise
  An adverb is a word which modifies the meaning of a verb, an adjective or another adverb. There are six 

kinds of adverbs namely :

  1.  Adverb of manner  (how ?)

  2.  Adverb of place  (where ?)

  3.  Adverb of time  (when ?)

  4.  Adverb of degree  (how much ?)

  5.  Adverb of frequency  (how often ?)

  6.  Interrogative Adverbs  (asking questions)

qq
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Chapter - 9 : Comparative and Superlative Degree

Let’s Revise
Read the following sentences :
	 1.  Rita is a tall girl.
 2.  Mary is taller than Rita.
 3.  Prabha is the tallest  of the three.
	  In sentence 1.  
  The adjective `tall’ simply shows that Rita is tall. There is no comparison with anyone. It is called 

Positive Degree. 
	  In sentence 2.  
  The adjective `taller’ shows comparison between Rita and Mary. Such adjectives which show 

comparison between two are called the adjectives of Comparative Degree.
	  In sentence 3.  
  The adjective `tallest’ shows that Prabha has the quality of the highest degree. Therefore, the adjective 

`tallest’ is of the Superlative Degree.

 qq

Chapter - 10 : Model Auxiliaries

Let’s Revise
Modal is an auxiliary verb that is used with another verb (not a modal) to express possibility, permission, obligation 
etc. Some important modals are—can, could, may, might, shall, should, will, would, ought to, etc.
 Normally modals are followed by a main verb. In question tags, however, they can be used alone.
 The main verb used after a modal is always in the root form. 
1. Permission : may, can, could
 May, can and could are used to suggest permission. Can is informal. May is polite. Could is more polite than 

may. The proper modal to be used depends upon the person involved and the situation.
2. Ability : can, could, be able to
 The idea of ability is expressed by can. In this sense, can means : be able, to be capable of, know how to. Ability 

in the past is expressed by could. Can and could also suggest opportunity. Kiran can keep wickets. (Kiran is able 
to keep wickets, Kiran knows how to keep wickets.) But this sentence may also mean: Kiran has the opportunity 
to keep wickets.

 Kiran could keep wickets. (Kiran knew how to keep wickets.)
 But there is a slight difference between :
 1. Kiran could keep wickets, and
 2. Kiran was able to keep wickets.
 Sentence 1 means : Kiran knew how to keep wickets. But the sentence does not state clearly whether he kept 

wickets or not.
 Sentence 2 suggests that Kiran actually kept wickets.
3. Possibility : may, might, could
 May suggests a good possibility :
 Don’t worry. Your purse may be in your bag.
 Might suggests a weak possibility and could a still weaker possibility. Could also expresses a very weak possibility 

in the future.
 Look at the use of could in these sentences:
 I am glad she could come yesterday. (ability in the past)
 She could come tomorrow. ( a very weak possibility in the future)
4. Suggestion, advice, duty (obligation): should, ought to
 Should is used to express suggestion or advice :
 Should we start packing the luggage?
 (suggestion)
 You should try to reduce your weight. (advice)
 Ought to is a little stronger than should. It suggests that something is the right thing to do. You ought to go for 

a morning walk every day.
 (That’s the right thing to do.) 
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5. Promise : will, shall
 Will and shall are used to suggest promise. Normally, we use shall with only first person subjects and will 

with all persons. But if a promise is to be suggested, we use will with first person subjects and shall with other 
persons.

 We will attend your brother’s marriage. (It is our promise.)
 You shall get a new bat on your birthday. (It is my promise.)
 Don’t worry. I will write. (I promise).
 They shall get all concessions given to others. (I promise that they will.)
6. Intention : will, shall
 Will and shall in their normal usage suggest intention or willingness :
 I shall ring you up in the evening. (intention)
 He will  help you in business. (intention/willingness)
 We shall write to all the newspapers. (intention)
 They will gladly cooperate. (willingness)
7.  Request : would, won’t, can, could
 Would you buy me some woollens, please? (polite request)
 Could you switch on the fan? (polite request, uncertain)
 Can I have some tea? (informal request)
 Won’t you have something to eat? (Have something to eat)
 There is not much difference in these forms and we can use any of them.
8.  Necessity, Compulsion : must, have to, had to, have got to
 I am getting late. I must take a taxi. (necessity)
 You must pay the dues on time. (necessity/compulsion)
 In the army you have to clean your own shoes. (compulsion)
 Since he was not at home, I had to wait for him. (necessity)
 I have got to finish this work by evening. (necessity/compulsion)
 I will have to go and get some medicine. (necessity)
 Must, have to
 Must suggests the desire of the speaker. Have to suggests an external compulsion.
 1. You must pay the dues on time.
 2. You have to clean your shoes yourself.
 Sentence 1 means that the speaker wants the dues to be paid on time. Sentence 2 means that the army rules 

require everybody to clean his shoes himself.
 Needn’t suggests that there is no necessity or compulsion.
 1. He needn’t go to the doctor.
 2. You needn’t get up so early.
9.  Prohibition : must not, ought not to
 Cars must not be parked in front of the gate. (It is prohibited to park cars in front of the gate.)
 You ought not to make fun of an old man. (As a duty, you should not make fun of an old man.)
10.  Wish : may
 May is normally used to express a wish.
 May you live long!
 May God bless you with a son!
11.  Dare suggests to have enough courage or confidence. 
 1. I daren’t climb that tall tree.
 2. The child dared not complain.
 3. Dare you challenge him to fight? No, I daren’t.

qq

Chapter - 11 : Conjunctions

Let’s Revise
	  A linking word or a conjunction is a word which joins words or sentences together. The words `and’, 

`or’, ̀ but’, ̀ because’, ̀ if ’ which join one word to another or one sentence to another sentence and are 
called `conjunctions’.

 Conjunction is a word that connects words, phrases, clauses or sentences. Example : and, but, or, nor, for, yet, so, 
although, because, since, unless, when, while, where, etc.

 Single word Conjunction : Conjunction having one word e.g. and, but, yet, because etc.
 Compound Conjunction : Conjunction having two or more words e.g. as long as, as far as, as well as, in order that, even 

if, so that, etc.
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 Types of Conjunction
 There are three types of conjunctions. 
 (i) Coordinating Conjunction
 (ii) Subordinating Conjunction
 (iii) Correlative Conjunction
 Coordinating Conjunction
 Coordinating conjunction (called coordinators) joins words, phrases (which are similar in importance and gram-

matical structure) or independent clauses. 
 Coordinating conjunctions are short words. Example : and, but, or, nor, for, so, yet.
 Coordination conjunction joins two equal parts of a sentence. 
 l Word + word  
 l Phrase + phrase
 l Clause + clause  
 l Independent clause + independent clause. 
 Examples
 Word + word : She likes tea and coffee.
 Phrase + phrase : He may be in the room or on the roof.
 Clauses + clause : What you eat and what you drink affect your health. 
 Independent clause + independent clause : The cat jumped over the mouse and the mouse ran away.
 Subordinating Conjunction
 Subordinating conjunction (called subordinators) joins subordinate clause (dependent clause) to main clause.
 Examples : although, because, if, before, how, once, since, till, until, when, where, whether, while, after, no mat-

ter how, provided that, as soon as, even if.
  Main Clause + Subordinate Clause
  Subordinate Clause + Main Clause
 Subordinate clause is combination of words (subject and verb) which cannot stand alone as a complete sentence. 

Subordinate clause is also called dependent clause because it is dependent on main clause. Subordinate clause 
usually starts with relative pronoun (which, who, that, whom etc).  Subordinate clause gives more information 
in relation to main clause to complete the thought.

 Subordinating conjunction joins subordinate clause to main clause. Subordinating conjunction always come be-
fore the subordinate clause, no matter the subordinate clause is before main clause or after the main clause.

Correlative Conjunction 
 These are paired conjunctions which join words, phrases or clauses which have reciprocal or complementary 

relationship.
 The most commonly used correlative conjunctions are as follows :
Examples : 
 Either … or
 Neither … nor
 Whether … or 
 Both … and
 Not only….. but also
  1. Neither .......... nor : used to assign the attribute to none of the two nouns/pronouns.
   (i) She can speak neither French nor English.
   (ii) Neither junk food nor fast food is good for health.
 2. Both .......... and : Used to assign the same attribute to the two nouns/pronouns.
   (i) She likes both cricket and football.    

 (ii) Both Ram and Shyam can dance well.
 3. Not only .......... but also : Used to show two attributes for the same nouns/pronouns.
  (i) Hari knows not only English but also French.
  (ii) You like not only fruits, but also juices. 
 4. Either ............... as : Used to assign the attribute to one of the two nouns/pronoun.
  (i) Either India or England will win the match.
  (ii) We can use either blue or black pen.
 Some Other Paired Conjunctions are :
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 1.    And-Too : He is an actor  and a performer too. 
 2. Such-As : Only such men as these make progress in life.
 3. Too-to : He is too tired to walk.
 4. So-That : He is so tired that he can’t walk.
 5. Although (Though)-Yet : Though he is poor yet he spent much in his daughter marriage.
 6. So-As : He is not so wise as his brother.
 7. As-As : He is as close fisted as his brother.
 8. As-So : As you sow so shall you reap.
 9. Lest-should : Work hard lest you should fail.
 10. No Sooner than : No sooner than the rain started, the street drain began to overflow.

 qq

Chapter - 14 : Reported Speech or Direct  
and Indirect Narration

Let’s Revise
	  When the verb in one sentence reports what is said by some speaker in another sentence, the verb in the first 

sentence is called the `reporting verb’ and what is said in the second sentence is called the ‘reported speech’. 
eg.

  Reporting Verb    Reported speech
  My father said, “It is time to go away”.
	  When the reported speech repeats the `actual words’, this is called Direct Speech as in the above example.
	  When the reported speech gives the substance  of the words spoken by the speaker, and not the actual words, 

this is called Indirect Speech. eg. My father said that it was time to go away.
	  The tense of the reporting verb is never changed, but the tense of the reported speech is liable to certain 

changes in passing from the Direct Narration to the Indirect and these changes depend on the tense of the 
reporting verb.

  There are two main rules regarding the change of tense in the reported speech.
  Rule I—If the reported verb is a Past tense, the tense of the verb in the reported speech must be changed to 

one or other of the four forms of the Past tense.
  Rule II—If the reporting verb is a Present or Future tense, the tense of the verb in the reported speech is not 

changed at all.
  Change of Interrogative sentences from Direct into Indirect speech.
  Rules :
  1.  The reporting verb is changed into asked, enquired demanded etc.
  2.  No conjunction is used to introduce the reported speech if the question begins with an 

 interrogative word  such as—what, who, whose, which, when, where, why, how etc.
  3.  ‘If’ or ‘whether’ is used to introduce the reported speech if it has no question word.

  4.  Change the questions into statements. Put a full stop in place of a question mark.

qq

		Chapter - 15 : Vocabulary

 1. One Words Substitution 
 One word substitution means a single word for a number of words, expressions, phrases or even clauses. 

  Group of words One word

 1. The life history of a man written by himself. autobiography
 2. A person who believes that there is no God. atheist
 3. That does not bear the name of the writer. anonymous
 4. A traveller in space. astronaut
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 5. An assembly of listeners. audience
 6. The science which studies living things.  biology
 7. The life history of a man written by someone else. biography 
 8. A man who eats human flesh.  cannibal
 9. That is free from national prejudices. cosmopolitan
 10. That can be believed. credible
 11. The artist who draws the comic pictures. caricaturist
 12. A government of the people, by the people  democracy
  and for the people.
 13. Articles sent from one country to another. export
 14. That is fit to be eaten. edible
 15. A selfish person who always thinks of himself. egoist
 16. Fit to be chosen. eligible
 17. Spoken without previous preparation. extempore
 18. One who believes in fate. fatalist
 19. That may cause death. fatal
 20. For which no salary is paid. honorary
 21. That cannot be read. illegible
 22. That cannot be heard. inaudible
 23. That is difficult to believe. incredible
 24. Who can neither read nor write. illiterate
 25. That cannot be conquered. invincible
 26. A person unable to pay debts. insolvent
 27. That is contrary to law. illegal.
 28. A room or building used for scientific experiments. laboratory
 29. Hand-written matter. manuscript
 30. Giving of special favour by a person in high  nepotism
  position to his relatives.
 31. Widely known for bad works. notorious

2. Synonyms
 1. Attain : gain, achieve 

 2. Ascent : rise, elevation

 3. Adversity : misfortune, misery

 4. Ability : capacity, talent
 5. Anger : fury, rage
 6. Belief  : faith, confidence
 7. Brave  : bold, courageous
 8. Build  : construct, make
 9. Benefit : gain, profit
 10. Beautiful : lovely, handsome
 11. Bear  : endure, suffer
 12. Chaste : pure, virtuous
 13. Confess : admit
 14. Conceal : hide, disguise.
 15. Conquer : win, overcome
 16. Clever : skilful, talented
 17. Conflict : clash, struggle
 18. Capture : arrest
 19. Champion : supporter, victor
 20. Corrupt : demoralised, dishonest
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 21. Defeat : overcome, beat
 22. Devastate : destroy, ruin
 23. Dynamic : vigorous, forceful
 24. Deed  : work, action, act, achievement
 25. Delay  : postpone, linger
 26. Develop : produce, grow
 27. Distribute : divide, classify
 28. Divine : holy, superhuman 
 29. Decide : settle, determine
 30. Delightful : charming, pleasing
 31. Destroy : ruin, demolish
 32. Determination :  firm, decision, judgement
 33. Depict : show, portray, exhibit
 34. Destination : target, goal
 35. Diminish : reduce, decrease
 36. Desolate : solitary, lonely, barren
 37. Deliberate : thoughtful, cautious
 38. Enemy : opponent, foe
 39. Enthusiasm : zeal, great interest
 40. Eternal : everlasting, endless
 41. Esteem : respect, honour
 42. Enormous : huge, tremendous
 43. Fierce  : fearful, violent
 44. Fade  : dim, vanish
 45. Horror : terror, fear
 46. Homage : tribute, respect
 47. Ideal  : model, perfect
 48. Immortal : eternal, constant
 49. Infinite : limitless, endless
 50. Lustre : brightness, splendour
 51. Liberty : freedom, independence
 52. Obstacle : impediment, hindrance
 53. Obtain : get, attain
 54. Pardon : forgive, excuse
 55. Peak  : summit, top, apex
 56. Pensive : thoughtful, melancholy, sad
 57. Protect : guard, defend, save
 58. Queer : strange, odd
 59. Quit  : leave, stop
 60. Rescue : save, set free
 61. Recover : regain, obtain
 62. Ruin  : destruction, downfall
 63. Simple : plain, natural
 64. Savage : wild, rude, barbarous
 65. Splendid : glorious, magnificent, grand
 66. Seize  : capture, arrest, grasp 
 67. Thin  : slim, delicate
 68. Timid  : cowardly, shy
 69. Various : several, many, numberless
 70. Vanish : disappear, fade
 71. Wisdom : intelligence, foresight
 72. Yearn  : desire, pine, wish
 73. Zeal  : enthusiasm, eagerness
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3. Antonyms
 “A word having a contrary or an opposite meaning to another is called its Antonym; as bad to good“
      —Nesfield
  Words Antonyms
 1. Above : below
 2. Attack : defend
 3. Advance : retreat
 4. Adversity : prosperity
 5. Ancient : modern
 6. Ascent : descent
 7. Accurate : inaccurate
 8. Acceptance : rejection
 9. Advantage : disadvantage
 10. Agree  : disagree
 11. Angel  : devil
 12. Absence : presence
 13. Blunt  : sharp
 14. Beautiful : ugly
 15. Blessing : curse
 16. Bravery : cowardice
 17. Barren : fertile
 18. Boon  : bane, curse
 19. Better  : worse
 20. Consent : dissent
 21. Confess : deny
 22. Courageous : timid
 23. Civilized : uncivilized, wild
 24. Certain : uncertain
 25. Deep  : shallow
 26. Definite : indefinite
 27. Defence : offence
 28. Deficit : surplus
 29. Deposit : withdraw
 30. Distress : comfort
 31. Dynamic : static
 32. Diminish : increase
 33. Economical : extravagant
 34. Earn  : spend
 35. Entrance : exit
 36. Failure : success
 37. Freedom : slavery
 38. Fame  : obscurity
 39. Frown : smile
 40. Fortune : misfortune
 41. Fresh  : stale
 42. Flexible : rigid
 43. Guest  : host
 44. Grateful : ungrateful
 45. Genuine : spurious
 46. Heaven : hell
 47. Honour : shame, dishonour
 48. Honest : dishonest
 49. Include : exclude
 50. Innocent : guilty
 51. Justice : injustice
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 52. Kind  : cruel, unkind
 53. Literate : illiterate
 54. Lend  : borrow
 55. Legal  : illegal
 56. Maximum : minimum
 57. Merit  : demerit
 58. Material : spiritual
 59. Noble : ignoble
 60. Natural : unnatural, artificial
 61. Optimistic : pessimistic
 62. Praise  : blame
 63. Plenty : scarce
 64. Poverty : affluence
 65. Reveal : conceal
 66. Sacred : profane
 67. Solid  : liquid
 68. Strong : weak
 69. Smile  : frown, sigh
 70. Tragedy : comedy
 71. Transparent : opaque
 72. Unity  : diversity
 73. Virtue : vice
 74. Ugly  : beautiful
 75. Strange : familiar 

4. Idioms
 1. All in All — whole and sole — The Prime Minister is all in all in the country.
 2. Above board — honest and frank — Shyam is always above board in his dealing with his customers.
 3. An apple of discord or a bone of contention — cause of quarrel — Kashmir is the apple of discord or a bone of 

contention between Indian and Pakistan.
 4. An apple of one’s eye — very dear — Sudhir, the only son of his parents is an apple of his mother’s eye.
 5. At the eleventh hour — at the last moment — If you begin your studies at the eleventh hour, you cannot be 

sure to pass.
 6. A bed of roses — quite comfortable — The post of the Prime Minister is not a bed of roses.
 7. A laughing stock — an object of ridicule — Your foolish argument has made you a laughing stock.
 8. According to — consistent with — I act according to the advice of my elder brother.
 9. Bag and baggage — with all belongings — The English left India bag and baggage in 1947.
 10. Birds of a feather — people of the same nature — Birds of a feather flock together.
 11. Bread and butter — livelihood — Every person is busy earning his bread and butter problem due to dearness 

now a days. 
 12. Break the ice — to break the silence — When all were silent for a long time I decided to break the ice.
 13. Blockhead — fool — I cannot work with him as he is a blockhead.
 14. By leaps and bounds — very rapidly — India is making progress by leaps and bounds.
 15. Black sheep — an undesirable member of a group — He is the black sheep of my class.
 16. Bell the cat — to lead in danger — Every student dislikes the new Principal, but nobody is ready to bell the 

cat by telling him so.
 17. Catch a Tartar — find someone stronger than expected — In attacking India, Pakistan caught a Tartar.
 18. Castles in the air — visionary schemes — Do not waste your time in building castles in the air.
 19. Cut a sorry figure — to leave a poor impression — Ashok stood up to speak, but he was so nervous that he 

cut a sorry figure in the function.
 20. Child’s play — something very easy — To pass the I. A. S. examination is not a child’s play.
 21. Crocodile tears — false tears, show of false sorrow or sympathy — This mother shed crocodile tears over the 

death of her stepson.
 22. Catch red-handed — to catch while committing a crime — A thief entered my house last night but he was 

caught red-handed.
 23. Die in harness — to die while in duty — Many soldiers die in harness in the battlefield.
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 24. From hand to mouth — to live with great difficulty — My uncle is living from hand to mouth, as he is unem-

ployed.
 25. Feather in one’s cap — new achievement one may rightly be proud of — Your first class degree is a feather 

in your cap.
 26. Far and wide — everywhere — Nehru’s fame spread far and wide as a politician.
 27. Find fault with — to blame — It is not a good habit to find fault with the elders.
 28. Fair weather friends — opportunist friends in days of prosperity — Fair weather friends never come to help 

a man in hard days.
 29. For the sake of — in the interest of - I bought a big house for the sake of my children.
 30. Get rid of — to get relived or be free from — I wish to get rid of the enemy.
 31. Get over — to overcome — Mohan is a man of strong will, so he can easily get over these difficulties.
 32. Hand and glove — on very intimate terms, fast friends — Sita and Gita are hand and glove with each other.
 33. Hue and cry — great noise — People raised a hue and cry when they saw the terrorists in the house.
 34. Herculean task — difficult task — The ascent to Mount Everest is a Herculean task.
 35. In the prime of life — in young age — He died in the prime of his life.
 36. In spite of — despite — In spite of several reminders, my friend has not returned my book.
 37. In accordance with — according to — The son should act in accordance with his parents’ wishes.
 38. Kith and kin — relatives — We must depend upon our kith and kin in our difficulties.
 39. Lion’s share — the largest share — Satish got the lion’s share of his father’s property.
 40. Maiden speech — first speech from a public platform — The new secretary made his maiden speech in the 

function.
 41. Make up — to compensate — His loss will be made up by the Government.
 42. Man of letters — a literary person; a scholar — Dr Rajendra Prasad was a man of letters.
 43. Narrow escape — a hair’s breadth escape — My father had a narrow escape in the accident.
 44. Nip in the bud — to destroy at the very beginning — All the bad habits must be nipped in the bud.
 45. Open secret — a secret that is well-known — It is an open secret that he is interested in the case.
 46. Pick holes in — to find out faults of — It is not good to pick holes in others.
 47. Part and parcel — an essential part — Kashmir is a part and parcel of India.
 48. Red letter day — an important day — 15th August, 1947 is a red letter day in the history of India.
 49. Square meal — a full meal — Common men do not have a square meal due to price rise.
 50. Tit for tat — blow for blow — Gandhiji was against the policy of tit for tat.
 51. With open arms — with a warm welcome — Narendra Modi is received everywhere with open arms.
 52. Yeoman’s service — excellent service — India is doing yeoman’s service in bringing peace accross the world.

5. Homophones
 “The words which are similar in sound but different in meaning and spelling are called Homophones.” -J.S.Armour
 1. Accept :  Shyam accepted my presents.
  Except :  Every student except Suresh passed the examination.
 2. Effect  :  This medicine has no effect on him.
  Affect  :  The heavy rains will affect the crops. 
 3. Allusion :  There are many allusions in the plays of Shakespeare.
  Illusion :  Monks thinks that life is an illusion.
 4. Altar  :  Goats are sacrificed at the altar of goddess Kali.
  Alter  :  You should alter your way of speaking
 5. Ascent :  The ascent to the Himalaya is a difficult task.
  Assent :  He has given his assent to the proposal.
 6. Artist  :  Painters, poets and musicians are artists.
  Artiste :  The dramatic company had a number of artistes.
  (professional singer, actor, dancer) 
 7. Berth  :  He reserved a first class berth in the Shatabdi Express.
  Birth  :  What is your date of birth ?
 8. Council :  My brother is a member of the Legislative Council.
  Counsel :  He gave me good counsel.
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 9. Check : The auditor will check my accounts tomorrow.
  Cheque :  Please give me a cheque of one hundred rupees. 
 10. Dairy  :  The milkman likes milk supplied by a government dairy.
  Diary  :  You should note it in your diary.
 11. Dear  :  Mahesh is my dear friend.
  Deer  :  A deer was grazing grass.
 12. Eligible :  He is eligible for the post.
  Illegible :  His writing is illegible. 
 13. Egoist (one who believes in self :  My friend is an egoist. We cannot hope of any sacrifice from him.
  interest)
  Egotist (one who has the habit of  : Hari is an egotist. I do not like to talk with him.
  talking too much about oneself) 
 14. Fare  :  We pay fare if we travel in a bus.
  Fair  :  (i) She is fair to look at.
     (ii) People are all going to the fair.
 15. Human :  We should be kind to all human beings.
  Humane :  He is humane towards his servant.
 16. Jealous :  He is jealous of my progress.
  Zealous :  The zealous workers finished their work in no time.
 17. Later (Comparative Degree of late) :  He reached the station later than I.
  Latter (Opposite to former) :  Mohan and Shyam are two brothers. The latter is more active than 

the former. 
 18. Marry : He does not want to marry before he begins to earn.
  Merry :  Eat, drink and be merry.
 19. Ordinance :  The President of India has issued an ordinance.
  Ordnance :  There is an ordnance factory in Jabalpur
 20. Principal :  Mr. Agrawal is the Principal of our college.
  Principle :  Shubham is a man of principle.
 21. Pray  :  We must pray to God.
  Prey  :  He fell a prey to cholera.
 22. Quiet  :  He kept quiet in the meeting.
  Quite  :  He is quite well now.
 23. Root  :  The tree has deep roots.
  Route  :  Which is the shortest route to the station ?
 24. Siege  :  The siege of Arcot is famous in the history of India.
  Seize  :  His property was seized.
 25. Stationary :  The sun is stationary.
  Stationery :  He deals in stationery.
 26. Story  :  She told me a story.
  Storey :  His office is on the second storey.
 27. Tale  :  She told me the tale of her love.
  Tail  :  The monkey has a short tail.
 28. Umpire :  The players should obey the judgement of the umpire.
  Empire :  After the battle of Kalinga, Ashoka left the idea of expanding his 

empire.
 29. Vacation :  In summer vacation he went to Kashmir.
  Vocation :  Teaching is his vocation.
 30. Wave  :  The waves were rising in the sea.
  Waive :  She agreed to waive her claim.
 31. Waste :  We should not waste our time.
  Waist  :  Kiran has a slim waist.
 32. Week  :  There are seven days in a week.
  Weak  :  My brother is weak in English.
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 33. Beside :  He stood beside the wall.
  Besides :  Besides giving me books, he helped me with money.
 34. Childish :  Although he is grown up, his habits are childish.
  Child-like :  He child-like simplicity pleases everyone.
 35. Draught : He drank all the water in one draught.
  Drought : Drought destroyed the crops.
 36. Dual  :  Government should not adopt dual policy.
  Duel  : He was killed in a duel.
 37. Deference :  The young should have deference for the elders.
  Difference :  There is a great difference in the nature of two brothers

qq

Section D : Honeysuckle - Prose 

Chapter - 1 : Who Did Patrick’s Homework ?
—By-Carol Moore 

Let’s Revise	
	 	Patrick was an active boy who loved playing games but hated doing his homework. He had no interest in studies. 

One day he saw his pet cat playing with a little doll. It was not a doll but an elf. The elf ’s life was in danger 
because the cat could eat him. He was in trouble and needed help. Patrick saved his life and the elf in return 
promised to grant him a wish. Patrick was happy and asked the tiny man to do his homework for that semester. 
The elf expressed his displeasure but he had promised to grant him wish so he agreed. The elf began doing 
Patrick’s homework, but needed his help in every subject because he knew nothing about Maths, English or 
History. Patrick had to work really hard to help the elf do his homework. He had to run to the library to make 
notes. Finally the homework was done. The elf quietly shipped away. Patrick got ‘A’ grade to the surprise of his 
friends, teachers and parents. Patrick had changed completely into an ideal kid with a whole new attitude. He 
still thought that the tiny man had done his homework whereas, the truth was that he had done it himself.

Word-Meanings
  Nintendo—a video game, Instead—in place of,  Ignoramus—uneducated, Grabbed—caught, Tiniest—very 

small, Britches—short trousers, Yelled—shouted, Grant—to give to fulfill, Lucky— fortunate, Semester—a 
period of six month, Good enough—very good, Wrinkled—crisscrossed, Dishcloth—cloth used to mop the 
dishes, Hamper—a basket with cover, Grimaced—make faces with anger, Scowled—to raise the eye brows, 
Pursed his lips—to show disapproval by circling the lips, Cursed—unfortunate, Elf—small and naughty fairy 
boy, Glitch—problem, Squeaked—high pitched cry, Look up—to see, Sound it out—to speak, Out of luck—bad 
luck, Timetable—table showing multiples, Shrieked—cried, Mystery—secret, Library—a place where books on 
all the subjects are found, Nag—troublesome, Drag—dull, Weary—tired Putted and bleary—gobbled and dim 
sighted, Finally—in the last, Quietly—without letting anybody know, Slyly—secretively, Slipped—went away, 
Amazed—surprised, Wondered—amazed, Model kid—ideal boy, Chores—daily work, Cheerful—very happy, 
Rude—rough, Attitude—behavior towards some one, Tiny—small 

	 		 		 	 	 	 	 	 	 qq

Chapter - 2 : How the Dog Found  
Himself a New Master !

Let’s Revise
 Dogs were once their own masters, but one day a dog thought that he must become the servant of someone who was stronger 
than anyone and who could provide him with food and shelter. He met a big wolf who was fierce and strong. The dog asked 
the wolf to be his master and the wolf agreed. The two walked together when suddenly the wolf sniffed the smell of a bear. 
Out of fear he ran away. The dog then went to the bear and requested him to be his master as he was stronger than the wolf. 
The bear agreed and the two walked on. They saw a herd of cows. The bear wanted to kill a cow to eat, when suddenly they 
were stopped by a noise. The cows started mooing in fear. The bear told the dog to hide quickly. He was afraid of the king of 
the jungle—the lion. The dog then asked the lion to be his master. The lion agreed and they both lived together for a long time 
when one day the lion smelt a man in the forest and told the dog to run away with him, or else they both will be in trouble. So 
the dog said goodbye to the Lion and went to man to make him his master. Since then the dog has been serving man faithfully 
and knows no other master.
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Word-Meanings
Sick—bored, displeased. Looking for—in search of, By himself—alone, Frightened —afraid, Set out—started walked on, All 
of a sudden—suddenly, Lifted—raised, moved upward. Sniffed—breathed in air noisily, Darted—ran fast, Crept—moved, 
went, Frightened—afraid, Herd—a large group, Terrible—horrible, Mooing—making a noise, Panic—fear, Hastily—fast, 
swiftly, Smell—get the scent of Trouble—danger, Say goodbye—take leave, Faithfully—sincerely, Closely—intimately, 
Centuries—several hundred years, Domesticated—kept as pet, Tamed—gave training, Decided—taken decision, Kinsman—
relative, Fierce—violent, Take up service with—to become servant of someone, Comes over you—affected you, Herd—group, 
Fill—to the full satisfaction, Come up—reach, Complain—resent, Dared—to be brave to do something, Offend—to annoy, 
Cliff—steep high rock, Roar—sound of lion, Paw—palm with pointed nail, Stayed—lived.

qq

Chapter - 3 : Taro’s Reward
—A Japanese Story retold

Let’s Revise
  Taro, a young wood cutter lived on a lonely hillside with his parents. He worked very hard but could not earn 

enough to give his parents everything they needed. One evening, a cold strong wind started blowing and 
everyone felt very cold. Taro’s old father wished for a hot cup of sake’. Taro became very sad because he could 
not afford the drink as it was quite expensive. So he decided to work harder and earn more money to fulfil his 
father’s wish. Next morning he got up early and set out to work. He chopped and cut a lot of wood the whole 
day without resting. He felt very tired and thirsty. Suddenly he heard the sound of rushing water. As he was 
thirsty, he ran towards the sound although he knew there was no stream or waterfall nearby. To his surprise he 
saw a beautiful waterfall. He took a sip of the water and it tasted like sake. Taro quickly filled his pitcher with 
that water and took it home. His father also drank it and found it heart warming and tasty like sake. He also 
offered it to an old lady who had come to visit them and also told her the story of the magic waterfall. Soon the 
news spread throughout the neighbourhood. Next morning again Taro set out to work early but, on reaching the 
forest he found a long queue of people who were filling their pitchers. They were soon disappointed because the 
water did not taste like ‘sake’. It was plain water. They all were looking for Taro so that they could drown him 
in the waterfall for cheating them. Taro hid behind a rock and saved himself.  When the villagers left the place, 
Taro came out of hiding place and again tasted the water. To him it again tasted as heart warming and delicious 
as sake. The story of Taro and the magical fountain reached the king of Japan. The king rewarded Taro for being 
good and kind to his parents. He named the most beautiful fountain after Taro. The king also wanted all children 
to love, respect and obey their parents.

Word-Meanings
 Wood-cutter—one who cuts wood, Lonely—deserted, Hillside—near the hills, Chopped—cut into pieces, 

Thoughtful—caring, Whistled through—passing through a whizzing sound, Cracks—narrow gaps, Sake—
Japanese drink, Sadder—more sad, Expensive—costly, Climbed—rose, Warm—feeling hot, Rushing—flowing, 
Stream—fountain, Waterfall—fountain, Hidden—out of sight, Kneeling—Bending on knees, Cupped—
like cup, delicious—very tasty, Quickly—fast, Hurried to home—went home quickly, Delighted—happy, 
Shivering—quivering, Neighbor—staying next door, Politely—decently, Greedily—willing to have more and 
more, Nightfall—falling of night, Spread—took everywhere, Throughout—everywhere, Procession—crowd, 
Visitor—one who visits the house, Sip—small swallow, Owned—had, Intended—willing, Knelt—past of 
kneel, Shouted—cried, Tricked—deceived, Drown—immersed, Slip—hide, Muttering—speaking unclearly, 
Disappointment—hopeless, Emperor—king, Sent for—called in, Fountain—spring, Encourage—to pat 

qq

Chapter - 4 : An Indian American Woman in Space : 
Kalpana Chawla

—Adapted from Span January/February 1998

Let’s Revise
  Kalpana Chawla was the first Indian-American girl, to go into space in 1997. Kalpana was born in Karnal, Haryana. 

She graduated as an aeronautical engineer in India and then went to the United States for a Master’s degree. 
Kalpana was married to flight instructor Jean-Pierre Harrison. She was a qualified pilot and also a certified flight 
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instructor. In 1994, she was selected as an astronaut. Kalpana Chawla’s first space mission in the space shuttle 
‘Columbia’ lasted for about 16 days. The crew performed many experiments in space. But while returning to 
earth, the space shuttle ‘Columbia’ carrying Kalpana and her crew met with a tragedy. It broke apart in flames on 
Saturday, 1 February, 2003 killing all aboard. There was shock and disbelief in her home town. Kalpana Chawla 
gave a message to students of her college in Chandigarh. She said, “The path from dreams to success does exist. 
May you have the vision to find it, the courage to get on to it….. wishing you a great journey.” Kalpana Chawla 
was a brave and intelligent girl. Her achievements are an inspiration to millions of young Indians.

Word-Meanings
  Dreamt—had a dream, Frontiers—boarders, Space—infinite sky, Aeronautical engineering—engineering of 

flights of plane and Rockets, Astronaut—one who goes into space, Launch pad—place from where rockets are 
launched, Participate—take part, Lite off—go up in the space, Naturalized—granted permission as if born in 
the country, Hired—taken or borrowed, Pursuing—carrying on, Fortunately—luckily, Encouraged—to prompt, 
Crew—group of pilots, Pollinating—spray of pollens, Observe—to have a keen look at, Disaster—misshapen, 
Disbelief—Unbelievable, Enormous—very big, Ability—capability, Glued—stuck, Touched the sky—achieved 
a great deal, Inspiration—who makes others to do something.

qq

Chapter - 5 : A Different Kind of School
—E.V. Lucas

Let’s Revise
  The author had heard a lot about Miss Beam’s school. It was a school with a difference. It followed new methods 

of teaching to make children more thoughtful and kind to those who were differently able. He decided to visit 
the school. As he entered the school, he saw a young girl whose eyes were covered with a bandage. She was 
being guided by a younger boy. The author then came to Miss Beam. She was middle-aged and authoritative. 
She explained her teaching methods to the author which were simple. Children were taught spellings, arithmetic 
and writing. She said that the real aim of the school was not to teach new thoughts and ideas, but to be more 
thoughtful and kind to those who were not so privileged. To make children understand what misfortune is, they 
were made to share it by observing one blind day, one lame day, one deaf day, one injured day and one dumb 
day each term. Miss Beam told the author that the girls with a crutch and the blind folded girl whom he had seen 
on the grounds were not actually lame and blind. Miss Beam left the author with a blind folded girl for some time. 
The girl told the author that the others were very helpful and kind to her, though not very careful at times. The 
blind day was the worst. She asked the author many questions about the dress, colour of hair, etc, to recognize 
them during her walk around the campus. After the walk, the author had become ten times more thoughtful than 
before. He did not like to leave the place and go. There was really something in Miss Beam’s system that had 
attracted him.

Word-Meanings
 Great deal—too much, Bandage—strip of cotton cloth, Describing—explaining, Expected—presumed, Au-

thority—controlling power, Understanding—sensitive and intelligent, Plump—fat, Comforting—soothing, 
Needed—essential, Still—without movement, Quiet—peace, Practically—almost, Aim—motto, Thoughtful-
ness—power to think, Responsibility—sense of care, Folly—cheerful, Crutches—supporters, Cripple—handi-
cap, Hopeless—having no hope, Appreciate—praise, Misfortune—ill fate, Peep—look secretly, Misery—diffi-
culties, Realizes—feel, Worst—very bad, Exercise—execute, Will power—power of will, Exclaimed—cried out, 
Cheating—deceiving, Awful—fearful, Relief—comfort, Ghastly—horrible, Glad—happy, Hopping—jumping, 
Troublesome—problems, Frightening—scary, Aches—pains, Gradually—by and by, Discovered—found out, 
System—method of teaching. 

qq

Chapter - 6 : Who I Am

Let’s Revise
Part I-Many Voices

  This lesson is about different people and how each one is unique. Each one has their own likes and dislikes and 
are all good at different things.
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  RADHA : Radha loves to climb trees. She has a mango tree outside her house which she climbs. Her mother tells 
her not to do so, but one day her mother also climbed the tree and both sat there eating raw mangoes. She feels 
she can rule the world.

  NASIR : Nasir wants to become a seed collector when he grows up. His father and grandfather spend a lot of 
money on seeds. They have cotton fields. His father and grandfather used to grow new cotton plants from their 
own seeds but that does not work now, because they do not know how to preserve seeds. He wants to learn ways 
of preserving seeds to save money.

  ROHIT : Rohit is an adventurous and nature loving boy. He loves to travel. He wants to visit the mountains of 
New Zealand, the Amazon river in South America, Lakshdweep, Konark Temple, the old city of Beijing in China 
and the Pyramids of Egypt.

  SERBJIT : Serbjit gets angry because nobody trusts him even when he is telling the truth. When he tells his 
teacher truthfully the reason for not doing his home work or that he had studied for the test but could not get 
good marks, she does not believe him. Even his parents don’t believe him, when he tells them that his little 
brother started the fight. He has to make an effort to keep his anger under control.

  DOLMA : Dolma’s dream is to become the Prime Minister. She wants her country to have good roads, hospitals 
and schools. She wants to see India moving ahead, by sending space ship to Mars and the scientists to find cure 
for diseases. She solves everyone’s problems and her teachers also trust her.

  PETER : Second Sunday of every month is Peter’s favourite day because his father takes the whole family to 
watch a movie. In the darkness of the hall, they love to eat peanuts and after the show they all eat ice-cream. He 
feels lucky to be part of a happy family.

Word-Meanings
  Favourite—of one’s liking,  Climbing—escalating, Comfortable—easy, relaxed, Sensible—intelligent, Seed 

collector—one who collects seeds, Preserve—protect, Huge—very large, Beaches—sea shores, Angry—annoyed, 
Borrowed—taken, Trust—belief, Invent—to create/produce for the first time, Cures—treatment. 

qq

Chapter - 7 : Fair Play
               —Premchand (Retold)

Let’s Revise
PART I

  Jumman Shaikh and Algu Chowdhry were very good friends and were greatly respected in the village. Jumman 
had an old aunt who had transferred her property in his name. In return, Jumman was to look after her till her 
last breath. But in two-three years, Jumman and his wife were tired of the old lady and started ill-treating and 
insulting her for food. The aunt then decided to cook her own food and asked Jumman for a monthly allowance. 
Jumman refused shamelessly. The aunt then complained to the people of the village, some laughed at her, some 
sympathised but nobody helped her. Even Algu said that although he respected her, he could not go against his 
best friend. So the old lady decided to hold a Panchayat and asked Algu also to come.

PART II

  The Panchayat was held under a Banyan tree the same evening and when asked to nominate a Panch, Jumman’s 
aunt named Algu to the delight of Jumman. He expected the decision to be in his favour as Algu was his friend. 
But his happiness did not last long because Algu gave the decision in favour of the old lady and ordered Jumman 
to pay her a monthly allowance or return her property. This decision severed all ties between the two friends.

PART III

  Jumman decided to avenge the wrong done to him. He soon got a chance. It so happened that Algu was in 
financial trouble so he sold one of his bullocks to Samjhu Sahu, but unfortunately the bullock died soon after 
being sold. Samjhu Sahu was to pay the money for the bullock in a month’s time which he refused to pay. 
Algu took the case to the Panchayat where Sahu nominated Jumman as the Panch hoping that Jumman would 
definitely want to take revenge and hence will take the decision in his favour. As soon as Jumman became the 
head Panch, he realized the responsibility attached to this seat of honour. He decided fairly in favour of Algu 
and ordered Sahu to pay for the bullock. Algu was overjoyed. The two friends embraced each other. They agreed 
unanimously that a Panch has no friend or enemy. He knows only justice.
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Word-Meanings
  Looked after—took care of, Greatly—too much, Bond—link, Transferred—Shifted, Situation—position, Tried 

of—sick of, Grudged—gave unwillingly, Obvious—easy to see or notice. Allowance—money to support, 
Shamelessly—having no shame, Explaining—giving details, Seeking—earning, Sympathized—having 
favorable feeling, To make it up with—to have agreement with, Held—took place, Nominate—appoint, Abide—
follow, Cross-examined—questioned, Opinion—view, Seldom—rarely, not often, Revenge—retribution, Tights 
spot—difficulty, Wretched—useless, Beast—animal, Ruin—destruction, Refer—to take, Proposed—told, 
Sank—drowned, Turned pale—becoming yellow with fear or discomfort, Deeply—with full care, Disability—
handicap, Unfortunate—ill fated, Embrace—Hug, Deviate—to go astray, Dirt—rubbish.

qq

Chapter - 8 : A Game of Chance

Let’s Revise
  On the occasion of Eid every year, a fair was held in Rasheed’s village. Traders from far and near came to sell their 

goods. Rasheed’s uncle took him and Bhaiya, their domestic helper to the fair. Uncle met some friends. So he left 
Rasheed and Bhaiya to see the fair on their own but, forbade them from buying anything in his absence. The two 
were roaming about in the fair when they came to a shop called the ‘Lucky Shop’. The owner of the shop was a 
middle aged man. He lured the people to come and try their luck by paying 50 paise. The two boys stood near the 
shop and watched. An old man won a beautiful clock. The old man did not want the clock so the shopkeeper took 
it back and paid 15 rupees to the old man. Another boy tried his luck and won a comb, a fountain pen, wrist watch 
and a table lamp one after the other in many chances that he played. He sold all the items to the shopkeeper and 
went away happily. Rasheed also wanted to play and try his luck. Bhaiya encouraged him, but Rasheed was not 
lucky when he tried his luck. He won only cheap items like pencils, ink-bottle and soon lost all his money. When 
uncle returned, Bhaiya told him what had happened. Uncle did not scold him. He patted him on his back and 
bought many gifts for Rasheed. On reaching home, Uncle explained to Rasheed, the trick played on him. The old 
man and the boy were the shopkeeper’s men. They lured the people to try their luck and fooled them. Uncle told 
Rasheed that he was not unlucky, only foolish.

Word-Meanings
  Warned—told strictly in advance, Discs—small plates, Article—things, Obliged—favoured, Pleased—

happy, Good deal of cash—good amount, Encouraged—patted, Again and again—repeatedly, Trifle—small, 
Disappeared—vanished, Sympathy—favour, Patted—thumped gently, Tricks—cheating, Tempt—attract. 

qq

Chapter - 9 : Desert Animals

Let’s Revise
  Deserts are the most difficult places to survive in, because they are the driest places on earth with very high 

temperature and no water. Still it is inhabited by a variety of animals like the gerbils, snakes, mongooses and 
camels who have adapted themselves to this life. Gerbils spend the hot day in cool underground burrows. 
Darkling beetles catch drops of water on their legs. Some deserts are rocky, dotted with small bushes while 
some have colourful flowers too. There are a variety of snakes found in the desert. Some are poisonous while 
some are harmless. The rattle snake is an evil looking snake with a rattler at the end of its tail. These snakes are 
very poisonous. They can not hear the rattle of their own tails. They feed on mice, rats, chipmunks and other 
small animals. The large pythons can survive without eating for even a year. The other animal of the desert is 
the mongoose. They live, hunt and travel in groups. They are famous for killing snakes. The hawks, eagles and 
large snakes are their enemies. The female mongooses have kittens which are looked after by the whole group in 
a den. The camel which is the ‘ship of the desert’ is domesticated by man. They drink about 30 gallons of water 
at a time and then can survive without water for as long as ten months. The camel with a single hump is known 
as the Dromedary and the one with two humps is called a Bactrian camel. The hump is full of fat and helps the 
camel to survive without food for long periods.

Word-Meanings
  Driest—most dry, Survive—live, Scorching—very hot, Harsh—difficult, Burrows—underground holes, Trickle 

down—come down slowly, Rolling sand dunes—uneven heaps of sand, Pebbly—full of stones, Sprinkled—
spread, Bite—cut, Frightening—fearful, Rattle—clatter, Upright—straight upward, Intruder—trespasser, 
Ignored—not taken care of, Threatened—giving threats, Widespread—spreading anywhere, Voles—small plant 
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eating rodent, Chipmunks—wild squirrels, Lookout—keep vigil, Predators—animal that kills and eats other 
animals, Poking—putting into, Amusing—entertaining, Creatures—small animals, Hunt—to catch, Go out of 
sight—can not be seen, Twittering—screeching sound, Suspicious—dangerous, Dodge—give slip, Nuisance—
foolishness, Kitten—babies, Guard—protect, Domesticated—made pet, Shaggy—rough haired, Tidier—orderly, 
Moisture—water, Dromedary—single humped, Hump—hunch, Nourishes—supports, Scarce—short, Shrink—
reduce in bulk, Pierce—to make hole in.   

qq

Chapter - 10 : The Banyan Tree
—Ruskin Bond

Let’s Revise
  	 				PART I

  The Author’s grandfather had a stately house in Dehradun. There was a huge banyan tree which belonged 
exclusively to the author because his grandfather was too old to climb it. It was home to squirrels, snails and 
butterflies. The author had befriended a squirrel. He used to give pieces of cake and biscuits and soon it became 
so bold that it used to eat from his hand. The author had built a crude platform where he used to spend his 
afternoon reading books and also to look down at the world below.

PART II

  One hot afternoon when the author was lazing around, he chanced to witness a fight between a cobra and a 
mongoose. Both are aggressive fighters. The huge black cobra emerged from the clump of cactus followed by a 
mongoose from the bushes. The two came face to face. The mongoose was about three feet and the cobra was 
double its size. Both prepared to attack each other—the cobra spread its hood and the mongoose bushed its tail 
ready to strike. Besides the author, there were two other amused spectators, a myna and a crow. The mongoose 
made quick, swift moves keeping his eyes fixed just below the cobra’s hood, dodging it, he opened attack and bit 
the cobra’s back. At the same time, the myna and the crow hurled themselves at the cobra and collided in mid-air. 
They made another attempt soon, but in vain. In the third such attempt, the crow was struck by the cobra and 
fell dead. Myna, by now wiser, did not interfere again. The cobra was beginning to get exhausted. The mongoose 
did not miss this opportunity and with a quick move caught the cobra by the snout. The cobra struggled hard 
by coiling around the mongoose, but could not free itself from his grip. The mongoose then dragged it into the 
bushes.

Word-Meanings
  Magnificent—excellent, Took root again—got into the earth, Twisting—zig-zag, Spy—see secretly, Beneath—

under, Superb—excellent, Aggressive—invasive, Swiftly—fast, Fangs—teeth containing poison, Hissing—
sound created by snake, Crude—ugly, Grandstand view—clear views, Warm breezes—hot winds, Drowsy—
sleepy, Gliding—crawling, Emerged—came out, Deadly—fatal, Defensive—protective, Swaying—moving here 
and there, Unwinking—not flapping, Hood—broad head, Pretended—unreal, Hurled—Threw, Shrieking—
crying loudly, Glistened—shone, sparkled, Bumped—struck, Determined—firm, Perched—landed, Whipped—
turned and moved, Fluttered—flapped wings, Snout—projecting nose, Writhed—twisting the body in pain, 
Dashed—fastened, Grimly—fiercely, Quivering—trembling. Grey - mixed color of white and black, Arching 
- curving, Sniffing	- breathing in, Lightening - very swift, Snap - attack, Frightening - fearful, Coiled - wrapped, 
But to no avail- useless, Hung grimly on - catch gloomily, Ceased - given up, stopped, Gripped - caught, 
Dragge

qq

Poetry 

Chapter - 1 : A House, A Home
—By-Lorraine M. Halli

Let’s Revise
  A house and a home are different in many ways. A house is just a building made for people to live in. It is a lifeless 

structure made of bricks and stones with doors made of wood and windows with glass panes. It has a courtyard, 
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chimneys and tiles on the floor. A home on the other hand is a place where one lives with one’s family. The family 
has many members like parents, brothers and sisters, who care for each other and share their joys and sorrows. 
They show their concern for each other by their selfless deeds.

Word-Meanings
  Stone—hard solid rock, a building material, Eaves—the part of a roof, Lots—so many, Yard—courtyard, Brick—a 

small rectangular block made of sun-dried clay used in building, Perhaps—uncertainty or possibility, Stucco—
fine plaster used for coating wall surfaces, Showing—revealing, Chimneys—a vertical pipe which conducts 
smoke and gases up from a fire or furnace through the roof of a building, Sharing—have a portion with others,  
Caring—affectionate, Tile—a thin rectangular slab of baked clay used for covering roofs, Loved ones—People 
whom one loves, family. 

qq

Chapter - 2 : The Kite
—By Harry Behn

Let’s Revise
  The poet describes a new kite. It looks bright and beautiful in the blue sky. First the kite appears to dive and take 

a turn with its tail and then soars high up just like a ship that rides and dives the crests and troughs of the waves. 
When the string becomes loose, you wind it back. Then again a new wind fills its wings and the kite again soars 
high into the skies. How bright and beautiful this new kite looks but its beauty is marred and it gets tattered and 
torn if its string gets caught in the branch of a tree.

Word-Meanings
  Sail—a piece extended on a mast to catch the wind and propel a vessel, Snaps—break suddenly and completely 

with a cracking sound, Gust—a sudden strong wind,  Dip—put down into liquid, Slack—not held tightly loose, 
Crest—ascend, Ragged—torn and rough, Soars—fly or rise high in the air, String—material of cotton twisted 
together to form a thin length cord thread, Wind it back—roll it back. 

qq

Chapter - 3 : The Quarrel
—Eleanor Farjeon

Let’s Revise
  In this poem, the poetess says that she fought with her brother for no obvious reason. They shouted at each other 

and blamed each other on some petty issue. At first, it was mild. Then later it turned out to be stronger. Both said 
that they were right. They started to hate each other. They did not talk till evening. Then suddenly the brother 
patted the sister on her back and accepted his mistake. He said that they must forgive and forget. The sister was 
also happy and forgave him.

Word-Meanings
  Slight—small, minute, Quarrelled—disagreement, fought, Come along—come on, Fell out—quarrel, fight, 

argue, Black—unpleasant, Led—cause, took, Thumped—patted; hit or strike gently, Hated—felt intense dislike 
for.

qq

Chapter - 4 : Beauty
—E -Yeh-Shure

Let’s Revise
  The poet through this poem expresses his feeling about ‘beauty’. In the eyes of the poet, beauty lies in the 

sunlight, the trees, the chirping of the birds, corn fields and the farmers working in their fields. He has described 
nature. Beauty can also be heard in the whistling sound of the wind at night, in the pitter-patter of rain drops, 
in the melody of a singer. The poet further says that if you look within yourself, you will feel beauty in the good 
deeds that you do and your happy thoughts. They repeat themselves in your dreams, in work and even while 
you rest.
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Word-Meanings
  Chanting—say repeatedly in a sing-song tone, Harvest—the process of gathering in crops, Deed—an action 

performed intentionally or consciously, Sighing—a long, deep breath expressing sadness, relief, tiredness,  
Earnest—showing sincere and intense conviction,  Corn—grain

qq

Chapter - 5 : Where do all the Teachers Go ?
—Peter Dixon

Let’s Revise
  For any child, his/her teacher is perfect and is not an ordinary person. He wonders where all the teachers go 

after the school gets over. Do they have houses where they live with their parents and do they do petty jobs 
like washing socks and cleaning. The child compares his own way of living with that of the teacher. He wants to 
know whether the teacher also wears pyjamas, watches T. V., misspell words, was ever punished at school. He 
decides to follow one of his teachers that day and find out himself what he/she does at home. Then he will write 
it in a poem which they can read out to other children.

Word-Meanings
  Mums—mothers, Socks—garments for the foot and lower part of the leg, Dads—fathers, Follow—go after, 

Pinched—stole, Corner—a place or angle where two sides or edges meet, Flakes—pieces, Spell—write letters of 
a word correctly, Hymn—devotional songs, Pick their nose—use fingers to remove dirt from the nose , Greens—
Green vegetable, Scribble—write.

qq

Chapter - 6 : The Wonderful Words
—Mary O’Neill

Let’s Revise
	  Every Person is constantly thinking. The words we speak bring out our thoughts. The poet says that no thought 

should die for want of expression. Expressing our thoughts using proper words is a wonderful game to play. All 
that one has to do is to pick out good words and thread them together to express his/her thoughts beautifully. 
Words are the food and dress of thought. Thoughts can be freed from the prison of our eyes and mind by using 
proper words. Who knows, there may be a wonderful thought waiting to be liberated.

Word-Meanings
  Shrivel—dry up, Handsomely—beautifully, Fed—made meaningful, Groomed—polished, Lovelies—most 

impressive, Longing—eager, Swing—movement, Holding—having, Marvellous—wonderful, 
qq

Chapter - 7 : Vocation
—Rabindranath Tagore

Let’s Revise
  The child goes to school at 10 in the morning. On his way to school, he first meets the bangle-seller. The child 

wishes that he was the hawker because he is free to go down any road he likes. He does not have to return home 
at an appointed hour. When the child returns from school at 4 O’ clock, he sees the gardener digging the soil with 
a spade. The gardener is not worried that his clothes are getting dirty or that it is too hot or that he will get wet if 
it is raining. The child then wishes that he was a gardener. At night when the child is sent to bed by his mother, 
he sees the watchman pacing up and down the lane with his lantern. The child envies the watchman because no 
one tells him to go to bed. So the child wishes that he was a watchman.
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Word-Meanings
  Gong—big bell, Lantern—lamp, Hawker—vendor, Giant—monster, Crystal—glass, Digging—taking out soil 

from the ground, Spade—tool to dig, Shadow—image of an object against light, Swings—moves, Watchman—
guard, Chasing—going after, Takes him to task—scolds, Lane—street.

qq

Chapter - 8 : What If
—By Shel Silverstein

Let’s Revise
  When we retire to bed at night, there are a lot of fears that trouble us. In this poem, the poet is filled with 

anxiety about certain things that might happen to him. He refers to these anxious questions as ‘What’ if. The poet 
wonders what (will happen) if he becomes dumb or if the school closes the swimming pool or if somebody beats 
him badly or poisons him. What will happen if he falls sick and dies or he fails in the test or if green hair grow on 
his chest instead of black and nobody likes him. He might be stricken by lightening or he may stop growing or 
his head starts getting smaller. He is scared of silly happening like what if the fish stop biting (the bait), the wind 
tears his kite, or his parents get divorced, or his teeth become crooked or if he can never learn to dance. When he 
gets up in the morning, every thing is normal. When night falls, these ‘what if’ doubts and fears come again.

Word-Meanings
  What if—what will happen in case this happens, Crawled—crept, Dumb—unable to speak, Pranced—walked 

in a lively manner, Poison—toxin, Partied—had fun, Bolt—flash, Flunk—fail, Tear—rip a hole, Swell—increase, 
Tears up—spoils, Strikes—hits.

qq

A Pact with the Sun 

Chapter - 1 : A Tale of Two Birds

Let’s Revise
  Once a mother bird and her two new born babies lived in a forest in a nest in a tall tree. One day there was a 

storm with thunder, lightening and rain. The tall tree in which the birds lived was also blown away along with 
many other trees. The mother bird was killed but the baby birds were blown away to the different sides of the 
forest. One bird landed near a cave where robbers lived. The other bird came outside a Rishi’s ashram. They 
started living where they had landed and with the passing of time, became big birds. One day, the king of the 
country came to the forest to hunt. He rode after a deer and lost his way. He stood near a cave when he heard 
a big brown bird’s voice calling out to some robbers to come and snatch the king’s jewels and horse. The king 
was scared and rode away.

  Soon he came to the Rishi’s ashram. He sat down under a tree when he heard a big brown bird welcoming him 
warmly. The king was very surprised. The Rishi soon came back. The king told him about the strange behavior 
of the two birds which were otherwise similar. The Rishi explained the reason to the king. It was because of 
the different company that each bird had been living in.

Word-Meanings
  Nest—bird’s house, Little ones—babies, Storm—strong wind, Thunder—roaring of clouds, Robbers—

thieves, Big bird—grown up birds, Deep—inside, Got off—got down, Amazed—surprised, Faint—very low, 
Clearing—open space, Tied—fastened, Gentle—soft, Announce—declare, Comfortable—at ease, Aloud—
with full throttle, Alike—similar, Holy man—saint, Repeated—again and again, 

qq

Chapter - 2 : The Friendly Mongoose

Let’s Revise
  Once, a farmer, his wife and infant son lived in a village. The farmer wanted to give a companion to his son, so he 

brought a baby mongoose for him. Both the baby and mongoose grew together. In six months time, the animal 
grew to its full size whereas, the baby was still in the cradle. One day the farmer’s wife went to the market after 
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feeding and rocking the baby to sleep. She did not trust the mongoose and did not like to leave her baby alone 
with the animal so she told her husband to keep an eye on him. The farmer told her not to worry as the mongoose 
and their son were good friends. Saying so the farmer also went out to look after his fields. After some time, the 
farmer’s wife returned from the market carrying a heavy basket. She found the mongoose at the entrance of the 
house with blood on his face and paws. She jumped to the conclusion that the mongoose had killed her baby. 
In a fit of anger she smashed the mongoose with the heavy bag. The mongoose died. She ran inside to see her 
baby and found him fast asleep but on the floor lay a snake which had been killed by the mongoose. At once she 
realized her mistake. The mongoose had in fact killed the snake to save the baby. She started crying and was very 
sad at her rash act.

Word-Meanings
  Mongoose—wild animal of rat family, Believed—faith, Pet—tamed animal, Companion—fellow, Shining—

bright, bushy—with spreading hair, Fed—gave food, Cradle—a cot/bed for a baby, Afraid—feared, Groceries—
general supply, items of food Customary—full of custom, Screamed—cried, Smeared—covered, Hysterically—
madly, Rage—anger, Fast asleep—sleeping soundly, Torn—cut into pieces, Bleeding—oozing blood, 
Unaware—unknown.

qq

Chapter - 3 : The Shepherd’s Treasure

Let’s Revise
  A poor shepherd lived in Iran. He was illiterate but very wise and helpful. Soon he became so famous for his 
wisdom and friendly nature that the king of that country wanted to meet him. So he dressed himself as a shepherd and 
went to his cave. The shepherd welcomed him, gave him a share of his frugal supper and also talked to him wisely. The 
king was very impressed and made him the governor of a small district. Although the shepherd got power and respect, 
he still remained humble, helpful and sympathetic towards the people. Soon he became famous as a kind and just gov-
ernor. The other governors became jealous of his fame and started speaking ill of him and accusing him of stealing from 
the taxes and hoarding money in an iron chest. The king ordered him to open the box which the shepherd always car-
ried with him. When the box was opened, the governors were embarrassed to see an old blanket in it. On being asked 
the reason for carrying an old blanket with him, the shepherd replied with quiet dignity that if at any point of time, the 
king took away his new cloak (meaning his position) the blanket will still protect him, as it was his oldest friend. The 
king was very pleased and the jealous governors were humiliated. He made him the governor of a much bigger district 
that very day.

Word-Meanings
 Shepherd—one who tames sheep, Cottage—small hut, Uneducated—unwise, Illiterate, Sorrow—grief, Courage—
boldness, Wisdom—knowledge, Disguised—false appearance, Mule—an animal like a horse, Meager—small, Im-
pressed—convinced, Hospitality—entertaining guest, Tired—exhausted, Depart—to go, Permit—allow, Astonished—
surprised, Humble—meek, Dignity—high rank, Sympathy—fellow feeling, Spread—went out, Mockingly—jokingly, 
Attention—cared, Discovered—found out, Summoned—ordered to appear in court, Delight—Pleasure, Fastened—
bound, Contain—keep, Eagerly—curiously.

qq

Chapter - 4 : The Old-Clock Shop

Let’s Revise
  It was Christmas Eve. The old and deaf Ray, owner of the old-clock shop was still working on a clock, even at this 

late hour. He got up to close the shop when he saw two men coming to his shop. One was in his twenties and 
the other close to fifty. The younger one stayed at the door, whereas the older one, who did not seem friendly at 
all, approached Ray. Ray looked closely and could see the shape of a gun in the man’s right coat pocket. Ray kept 
his cool and wrote on a notepad how he might help him. He pointed to the board with old clocks and watches 
hanging on it. He did not lend money on security but was good enough to help those who were in need. The 
older man took out his wrist watch from his pocket, and asked how much Ray would give him for it. The man 
seemed to be in a bad situation and needed money. Ray was very kind and generous. He pulled out a fifty dollar 
note and handed it to the man. They both knew that the watch was not worth that amount. The man wrote on 
the note pad that he would come back soon to take back his watch and return the money. He also wished Ray 
a Merry Christmas. Just was midnight and all the clocks starting ringing and chiming together spreading the 
message of peace, hope and goodwill.
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Word-Meanings
  Shoppers—customers, Sheet of snow—layer of snow, Deaf—hard of hearing, Ticked on—continued to tick, 

Pawn broker—one who gives money on security, Exchange—in lieu of, Striking—ringing, Timeless—beyond 
time.

qq

Chapter - 5 : Tansen

Let’s Revise
  Tansen has been the greatest musician of India. His father Mukundan Misra who was also a singer lived in 

Gwalior. Tansen was the only child of his parents and was very naughty from an early age. He used to run away 
to the forest and soon learnt to imitate the calls of birds and animals. Once Swami Haridas, who was a famous 
singer and his group were travelling through the forest. Tired, they settled down to rest. Tansen saw them and 
thought that it would be fun to frighten them. So he roared like a tiger. Swami Haridas was not scared and 
suddenly one of his men saw Tansen hiding behind a tree. Swami Haridas did not get angry but found Tansen to 
be very talented. So he made him his disciple. Tansen learnt music from Swami Haridas for eleven years. Tansen 
also visited Mohammad Ghaus of Gwalior to fulfil his father’s last wish. He married one of the ladies of the court 
of Rani Mrignaini. They had five children. By this time Tansen had become very famous. He became the favorite 
of Akbar, the Great Emperor. Some courtiers grew jealous of him. They wanted Tansen to prove his worth as a 
singer. They conspired against him and asked him to sing Raga Deepak which could light lamps and also burn 
the singer to ashes. Tansen got an idea. He knew that if Raga Megh was sung properly, it could cause rain  So he 
taught his daughter Saraswati and her friend Rupwati to sing Raga Megh. On the appointed day, Tansen sang 
Raga Deepak and as soon as the lamps got lighted due to the flames caused by this Raga, the two girls began to 
sing Raga Megh. Suddenly the sky was overcast with clouds and rain began to pour down and put out the fire. 
Tansen was saved from burning. Akbar rewarded him and punished his enemies.

Word-Meanings
  Naughty—mischievous, Imitate—copy, Perfectly—completely, Famous—renowned, Desciples—students, 

Grove—orchard, Strangers—unknown, Frighten—scare, Roared—thundered, Scattered—dispersed, Holy—
pious, Naughty—mischievous, Impressed—influenced, Insisted—forced, Emperor—ruler, Presents—gifts, 
Jealous—envious, Ruined—destroyed, Declared—proclaimed, Courtiers—members of the court, Properly— 
correctly, Of course—really, Down cast—depressed, Alight—burning, on fire, Perhaps—probably, Legend—a 
myth, Appointed—fixed, Whole—entire, Assembled—gathered, Audience—hearer, Perspiration—sweat, 
Continued—persisted, Terror—dread, Suffering—trouble, Rejoiced—great joy, Composed—created, Several 
—a few, Pilgrimage—a sacred place.

qq

Chapter - 6 : The Monkey and the Crocodile

Let’s Revise
  Once a monkey lived in a fruit tree on the bank of a river. He made friends with a crocodile. The monkey used 

to give delicious fruits to the crocodile and sent some for his wife too. They met daily and never got tired of 
talking. One day the crocodile stayed longer than usual with the monkey. His wife got very angry and wanted to 
know who his friend was, who was so fond of him. The crocodile told her about the monkey, who used to send 
fruits for her everyday. The crocodile’s wife now wanted to eat the heart of such a good monkey. The crocodile 
resisted, to which his wife got furious and dived into the water and hid herself. The crocodile was in a dilemma. 
He wanted to please his wife because he loved her but at the same time, he was fond of his friend also. He finally 
decided to please his wife. So he, invited the monkey to dinner. The monkey agreed but because he could not 
swim, he climbed on the crocodile’s back to reach his home. In the middle of the river, where it was the deepest, 
the crocodile told the monkey about his wife’s demand. The monkey though scared, kept his head cool and said 
that he was willing to do anything for the crocodile and his wife. But he should have told him earlier because 
he has left his heart on the tree. The crocodile turned back to swim to the tree so that the monkey might take his 
heart. As soon as they reached near the shore, the monkey jumped on to the tree and saved his life. He also broke 
his friendship with the crocodile forever.
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Word-Meanings
  Laden—loaded, Content—satisfaction, Choice—taste, Companion—fellow, Around—here or there, Appeared—

come into view, Politely—humbly, Offer—to present, Plucked—picked, Delicious—tasteful, Certainly—of 
course, Rather—in a way, Crops—harvest, Annoyed—offended, Hatched—to breed young one’s from egg, 
Obvious—clear, Sarcasm—taunt, Occasionally—now and then, Furious—extremely angry, Pester—to give 
trouble, Dilemma—critical situation, Betray—to be disloyal, Pleasure—joy, Set out—started, Intention—desire, 
Hesitatingly—in a wavering manner, Survive—to stay alive, Scared—afraid, Distressed—upset, Sensible—
wise, Calmly—cool manner, Innocently—with good  motive, Confidence—trust, Heaved—took, Sigh of relief—
felt comfortable, Genuine—true.

qq

Chapter - 7 : The Wonder Called Sleep

Let’s Revise
  What is sleep ? Sleep is actually a state of rest. Our body and brain recovers from the fatigue of the activities of the 

day. While we are in deep sleep, our muscles relax, our heartbeat becomes slow and our temperature and blood 
pressure also goes down. We also dream when we are sleeping. A dream is an activity of the mind during sleep. 
Some dreams are believable, some are not. Dreams sometimes reveal about one’s problems, but they cannot 
predict the future. At times we do not even remember our dreams. Sleep is the most wonderful and powerful 
way of regaining our vigour and vitality and freshness, but we really do not know about its power. Poets have 
written that sleep is like a deep forest in which one gets lost. One can not stay away from sleep for long.

Word-Meanings
  Enough—sufficient, Fatigue—tiredness, Unconscious—unaware, Relax—to take rest, Muscles—tissues 

composed of cell, Temperature—heat, Consciously—with awareness, While—during the time, Probable—likely 
to occur, Certain—some, Often—many times, Reveal—to bring to light, Solution—remedy, Unfathomable—
very deep, Winding—waving.

qq

Chapter - 8 : A Pact with the Sun

Let’s Revise
  Saeeda’s mother had been suffering from a lot of ailments for a long time. She was treated by many doctors 

but showed no signs of improvement because her sickness soon relapsed. She was deprived of healthy food, 
sunshine and fresh air. Then it was decided that a specialist should be consulted. Life is more precious than 
money. His fee was likely to be high, so she sold some ornaments to meet the expenditure of the physician and 
medicines. The specialist was called who examined her and emphasized that she should live in a sunlit room with 
lots of fresh air and eat anything she fancied. He also asked Saeeda’s mother to bask in the sun for an hour daily 
in the morning. People of the neighbourhood opposed the doctor’s advice but Saeeda’s mother was determined 
to follow his advice. So she moved to a bigger, airy room. Unluckily the sky remained cloudy for a few days so 
Saeeda’s mother complained to God. Saeeda who was playing nearby heard her mother’s lament. Later that day 
she saw a spot of pale sunshine. She asked her mother to bask in it but the people advised her not to go out in the 
chill so late. It will do more harm than good. Saeeda requested the departing sun rays to come early the next day 
to help her mother get well soon to which the rays promised. Next day when the rays wanted to come down on 
the earth to fulfil their promise to Saeeda, the Sun objected and said that it was their day off. The road to earth 
was blocked with thick clouds. But the ray who had given its word to Saeeda and other rays revolted against their 
father the sun and used all their strength to reach the Earth and fulfil their promise. They succeeded in piercing 
the clouds and reached the earth though a bit late. Saeeda was overjoyed to see the sun rays. Her mother basked 
in the sun and breathed fresh air. Her face glowed and her eyes shone bright. She soon recovered fully and 
continued to follow the doctor’s advice of an hour of sunlight and lungful of fresh air.

Word-Meanings
  Ailing—sick, Body-ache—pain in the body, Variety—of different type, Relapsed—returned, Substitute—

replaced, Forbidden—denied, Perpetually—constantly, Dingy—dirty, Deprived of—lacking in, Critical—
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worsening, Persuaded—convinced, Trinkets—ornaments with less value, Prescribed—asked to use, Effective 
—having desired result, Emphatically—forcefully, Hovel—a shed, Concluded—summed up, Commentary—
remarks, Exposure—laying open, Exhausted—tired, Participate—to take part, Debate—formal discussion, 
Overcast—covered, Dejected—sad, Muttered—murmured, Lament—wailing sound, Chilly—very cold, 
Disheartened—discouraged, Entangled—stuck, Command—know very well, Foreign—unknown, Almighty— 
God, Departing—going, Warmth—heat, Sprightly—lively, Embellished—adorned, Mucky—dirty, For a lark 
—for merriment, Relented—became mild, Focussed—concentrated, Battalion—army, Flee—run away in fear, 
Bewildered—confused, Approaching—coming near, Gratitude—thankfulness, Reclining—bending backward, 
Bolsters—big pillows, Glowed—shone, Fragrance—sweet smell, Recovered—rid of illness.

qq

Chapter - 9 : What Happened to the Reptiles

Let’s Revise
  This is the story of a village called Pambupatti. The narrator is a boy. Prem had run away from his own village 

where people had started fighting and killing each other. He reached Pambupatti where he found people living 
peacefully and in harmony. He met an old man who told him the story of this village Pambupatti and also told 
Prem to go back to his village and tell this story to all so that they may also start living peacefully with each other. 
The story goes like this that very, very long ago there were no animals in Pambupatti except reptiles. Their leader 
was a crocodile named Makara. He used to call a meeting of all the reptiles every month. Since he was the biggest 
and strongest reptile, every reptile agreed with him. One day Makara sent a letter to the tortoises asking them 
not to attend any meetings from then onwards. They were ordered to leave the forest as they were of no use. 
They were slow, stupid creatures who carried their house on their backs. Some reptiles including Ahistay tried 
to disagree with him but he shouted and silenced them. So the tortoises had to go. At first all the animals were 
sad but soon they were happy because now there was more food and more space, but soon  a rotten smell began 
to fill the forest. Again after a month, in the next meeting, the snakes were ordered by Makara to leave the forest 
and go. Again the other animals were happy that they will not be bitten by snakes any more. But soon there were 
too many rats in the forest because there were no snakes to eat them : The rats ate up the eggs of lizards and 
crocodiles including that of Makara. Then Makara had another idea. He ordered even the lizards to leave the 
forest. So now the forest belonged entirely to the crocodiles. Soon they started facing unforeseen problems in the 
absence of their fellow reptiles. There were now too many rats and frogs and other insects which were growing 
bigger and nastier. They began to eat the baby crocodiles too. Then the crocodiles understood the problem. They 
realized that without the snakes, the frogs and rats were becoming unmanageable. They sent urgent messages to 
the tortoises, lizards and snakes to come back. In the next two months the lizards ate up all the insects, the snakes 
ate up the rats and frogs and soon the forest was normal. Prem decided to return to his village and tell the story 
of Pambupatti to his villagers. He wanted to make them understand that each one has their own importance.

Word-Meanings
  Inhabited—dwelt by, Variety—of different kind, Narrator—story teller, Flees—runs away, Unfortunate—

unhappy, Resident—one who lives at a place, Stretches—spreads, Mossy—covered with moss, Grab—get hold, 
Statue—image, Fainted—became unconscious, Strange—different, Heal wounds—remove the injury, Sores—
painful, Shame—feel disgraced, Exactly—precisely, Argue—discuss, Reptiles—crawling animals, Misusing—
wrong use, Scales—protective plates, Shouted—cried, Courage—ability, Uncomfortable—not at ease, Wriggled 
—moved, Wider—comparatively wide, Screamed—shrieked, Stupid—fool, Frightened—feared, Realized—felt, 
Dared—courageously, Temper—mood, Slimy—slick, Clapped—applause, Somersaults—turning head over 
heels, Terrible—horrible, Squeakily—in a shrill voice, Disappeared—vanished, Funny—pleasant.

qq
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Chapter - 10 : A Strange Wrestling Match

Let’s Revise
 PART I

  Vijay Singh was a boastful wrestler. One day he was sitting in the market with several young men. Suddenly he 
boasted that he was not afraid of ghosts. He wished to meet a ghost and teach him a lesson. Among the young 
man was one man who guided him to a haunted desert, ten miles on the road to Jaisalmer where he could find 
ghosts. Vijay Singh accepted the challenge and set out to meet the ghost. An old woman gave him a small packet 
containing an egg and a lump of salt. Vijay Singh entered the desert. He heard a voice calling him by his name 
and said that he was his friend Natwar. Although Vijay Singh was nervous yet he tried to act bravely. He asked 
the ghost not to hide in the darkness and show his face. Soon the ghost appeared. Vijay Singh saw him and 
said that he was just a simple weak liar. Vijay Singh insulted him further by calling him stupid and also that it 
was his desire to fight a ghost now. The ghost was speechless. Vijay Singh also said that he would give him a 
demonstration of his strength soon.

 PART II

  Vijay Singh took a piece of stone and asked the ghost to squeeze it. The ghost tried hard but failed. Then Vijay 
Singh secretly crushed the egg when he pretended to squeeze the rock in such a way that the yolk flowed out. 
The cracking of the shell seemed to be the crushing of the rock. Then Vijay Singh gave another rock to the ghost 
to crush into powder. The ghost failed again. Vijay Singh then took the lump of salt quietly and crushed it. The 
ghost thought that he had actually crushed the rock. The ghost having lost this test of strength planned to win 
over Vijay Singh through cheating. The ghost invited Vijay Singh to his cave to be his guest for the night. He 
offered him a luxurious bed, soft pillows and rich food. The ghost had planned to kill Vijay Singh when he was 
asleep but Vijay Singh saw through his trick. So when the ghost was fast asleep and snoring, he quietly slipped 
out of his bed and put a bolster in his place on the bed and covered it and quietly sat in a corner. The ghost got 
up at dawn and thinking that Vijay Singh was sleeping on the bed, him it seven times and was happy that he 
had finally killed him. Vijay Singh then quietly returned to his bed and began to groan. The ghost was shocked to 
see him alive. Vijay Singh told the ghost that these were many insects in the cave who flapped their wings seven 
times. As a result he could not sleep soundly. The ghost panicked and fled. Vijay Singh returned to the village 
with all the treasure that the ghost had left behind. He became wealthy and married the old woman’s grand 
daughter. Nobody was looted or killed in the Haunted Desert thereafter.

Word-Meanings
 PART I

  Wrestler—one who wrestles, Unbeatable—undefeated, Boastful—talking proudly, Massive—big, Giant—
very tall, Towered—rise very high, Shortcoming—defect, Landed—got into trouble, Proclaimed—announced, 
Admirers—fans, Landmark—guide for direction, Wilderness—wild, uninhabited, Bid farewell—wishing 
good journey, Deepened—darkened, Shone—sparkled, Destination—place to be reached, Lump—shapeless 
piece, Size up—measure, Eccentricities—whims, Stepped in—entered, Sound brave—appear to be brave, 
Marshaling—controlling, Scornfully—with contempt.

 PART II

  Squeeze—press hard, Fluid—liquid, Stealthy—unseen, Yolk—yellow part of an egg, Oozed—dripped, 
Crackling —splitting noise, Created—produced, Illusion—deceptive, Peered—look closely, Protested—asserted, 
Remarked—commented, In vain—useless, Handed over—gave, Weakling—frail, Commanded—ordered, 
Mesmerized— enchanted, Vanquished—defeated, Wrestling bout—trial of strength, Elated—delighted, Bowed 
down—bent down, Led—showed the way, Duped—outwitted, Luxurious—comfortable, Bolsters—large pillow, 
Coverlet—blanket, Stout—strong, Crept—move silently, Pause—short stop, a break Disgust—scorn, 

  Stretching—spreading, Yawning —showing boredom, Flapping—beating, Formidable—fearful. 

qq


